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Slip-rate variability and distributed deformation in
the Marmara Sea fault system

Tobias Hergert* and Oliver Heidbach*†

The slip rate along a fault controls the accumulation of
strain that is eventually released during an earthquake

1
.

Along a 150-km-long stretch of the North Anatolian fault
near Istanbul, Turkey, strain has been building up

2
since

the last large earthquake in 1766. Estimates of the
geodetic slip rates along the main Marmara fault vary
widely, ranging between 17 and 27.9 mm yr

−1
(refs 2–5).

This slip rate is difficult to quantify because of the lack of
satellite observations offshore and the complexity of the
submarine fault system that includes the main Marmara
fault

2,6,7
. Here we estimate the right-lateral slip rate on the

main Marmara fault using a three-dimensional geomecha-
nical model that incorporates these structural
complexities. From our simulations we infer slip rates
between 12.8 and 17.8 mm yr

−1
; our estimates are smaller

and more variable than previous results, primarily because
of slip partitioning and internal deformation. Our model
results reconcile geodetic observations and geological fault
slip rates

8–10
, which had been considered conflicting

previously. We suggest that the inferred variability in slip
rate on the main Marmara fault favours segmented
release of seismic moment during consecutive events over
the failure of the whole seismic gap in one large
earthquake.

The slip rate on a fault is a key parameter in estimating
its seismic potential. In the absence of aseismic creep, it
governs the rate of interseismic strain accumulation around
a locked fault1. Accordingly, fault slip rates are related to
recurrence rates of characteristic earthquakes that are the
starting point for time-dependent seismic hazard
assessment11,12.

Along the North Anatolian fault (NAF), the Anatolian
plate moves westward with respect to the Eurasian plate13

(Fig. 1), at a rate of ∼25 mmyr−1 (ref. 5) east of the Sea of
Marmara. The NAF is mainly a single vertical fault that
follows the small circle of the rotation of the Anatolian
plate5. However, the NAF splits into three main branches
west of the city of Bolu, namely the main Marmara fault2,7

(MMF) and the middle and southern branches (Fig. 1).
Under the Sea of Marmara, the NAF splits further into a
complex fault network with numerous fault strands of
varying dip and strike6,14. The question arises of how relative
plate motion is accommodated across the Sea of Marmara
region, whether it is localized, partitioned or distributed, and

in particular what the slip rate is on the MMF close to
Istanbul.

To quantify the slip rate on the MMF, we set up a
geomechanical model that takes into account the three-
dimensional fault system as contact surfaces that allow
frictional sliding according to the Coulomb criterion (see
Supplementary Information). The fault geometry is derived
from mapped fault traces at the sea floor7 and seismic
images of the subsurface6,14–16 (Fig. 2a). Topography,
bathymetry, basement and Moho depth are also
incorporated to account for changes in elastic properties
and densities (Fig. 2b,c).

Kinematic boundary conditions drive the model from its
lateral boundaries so that both localized deformation on
faults and distributed deformation in between faults evolve
in response to these. The acting plate tectonic boundary
conditions are derived from a large-scale model and are
consistent with the observed velocity field of northwest
Anatolia (see Supplementary Information). We applied the
finite-element method using the solver Abaqus.

Our model simulates the interseismic strain
accumulation observed at the global positioning system
(GPS) sites by locking the faults in the seismogenic layer
within the model (see Supplementary Information). This
allows comparison of the modelled velocities with GPS-
derived velocities. Deviations are mostly within the 95%
confidence uncertainties of the observations (Fig. 3a). West-
directed motion of the Anatolian plate is transferred across
the locked faults to the Eurasian plate (Fig. 3a). These
interseismic velocities contain the effects within a seismic
cycle when faults are locked whereas fault slip rates are due
to average velocities over several seismic cycles. Thus, to
quantify the rate of continuous fault slip, we unlock the
faults in the seismogenic layer (lowering the coefficient of
friction from infinity to ᇱߤ = 0.05). Except for ,ᇱߤ this
model is identical to our previous locked-fault model; in
particular, the boundary conditions are the same. This
model with unlocked faults estimates that slip rates on the
MMF range between 12.8 and 17.8 mmyr-1 and are less than
4 mmyr-1 on the other faults (Fig. 3b). The west-directed
motion of the Anatolian plate is no longer transferred to the
Eurasian plate in this unlocked-fault model. Analysis of the
uncertainties of coefficient of friction, rock stiffness and
kinematic boundary conditions shows that the MMF slip
rate is at most 2 mmyr-1 greater than the rates shown in Fig.
3b (Supplementary Fig. S4).
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The vertical velocity field predicted from the model with
unlocked faults correlates well with known depocentres
(particularly near the Tuzla and Ganos bends17,18), and with
regions of uplift, such as the western shore and south of
Izmit Bay19,20 (Fig. 3c). Footwalls of main non-vertical fault
segments are stable17,18 and Marmara Island tilts towards the
south16. This gives confidence that the implemented fault
geometry is appropriate. We consider both a mechanically
continuous MMF and deep-rooted second-order faults,
whereas they were taken as mutually exclusive earlier2,7.

Previous GPS-constrained models estimated right-lateral
MMF slip rates of 17-20, 23, 24.4-24.8 and 24.6-27.9 mmyr-1

(refs 2-5). Our slip rates of 12.8-17.8 mmyr-1 are smaller
than these by 10-45%, depending on location and study (see
Supplementary Table S2). Furthermore, whereas previous
estimates propose low variability3–5 or even emphasize a
constant MMF slip rate2, our slip rate varies by 40% along
strike (Fig. 3b).

The main reasons for the lower MMF slip rates
predicted herein are (1) slip partitioning on second-order
faults, (2) internal deformation in the rock volume between
the faults and, to a lesser extent, (3) dip-slip on non-vertical
fault segments that strike obliquely to plate motion (Fig. 3c).
The effect of slip partitioning and internal deformation is
shown in Fig. 4, where east–west velocities are presented
along two north–south profiles. Whereas previous studies
predicted that most fault slip occurs along the MMF, the
velocity steps south of the MMF indicate that a significant
amount of slip is taken up by other smaller faults (Fig. 4).

Although slip rates on individual faults other than the MMF
are small, their cumulative effect cannot be neglected, as
they make up a substantial fraction (1−7 mm yr−1) of the
total relative plate motion in the Sea of Marmara area. The
gradual change in east–west velocity further indicates that
deformation (1−3 mmyr−1) occurs between faults (Fig. 4).
This internal deformation may occur through slip on smaller
faults not included in the model, or rotation and permanent
strain of the intrafault zone. Finally, changes in vertical
velocity at the Prince’s Islands segment or the western
branch of the Imralı fault (Fig. 3c) indicate that a small 
fraction of relative plate motion is also accommodated by
dip-slip on non-vertical faults.

The discrepancies among the above-mentioned studies
of geodetically derived fault slip rates2–5 including this study
cannot be attributed to the GPS observations themselves
because all of these studies rely on essentially the same GPS
observations5,21. The so-called ‘geodetic fault slip rate’ is not
an observation by itself but a derived quantity using
geomechanical models. Thus, the result depends strongly on
how the mechanical link between interseismic surface
deformation and fault slip is established in the model. This
highlights that inferring fault slip rates from geodetic
observations requires adequate mechanical representation of
ongoing kinematics in models, in particular detailed fault
geometry.

The model results presented herein resolve the
controversy surrounding the discrepancy between
geologically derived slip rates of the northern branch of the

Figure 2 | Tectonic setting of Anatolia. The NAF splits several branches7 west of the city of Bolu. The GPS-derived velocities5 (blue arrows) relative to stable Eurasia indicate that most of the strain is
accumulated below the Sea of Marmara. The blue rectangle shows the location of Figs 2 and 3. Inset: Horizontal velocities in the eastern Mediterranean are controlled by the indentation of the
Arabian plate into the Eurasian plate and by the southward retreat of the Hellenic subduction zone13. This produces westward escape of the Anatolian plate along the NAF. The red rectangle shows
the location of the main panel.

Figure 1 | Model geometry and finite-element discretization. a, The green surface shows the Moho that varies between 26 and 35km depth. The red surfaces indicate faults that dip between 70◦
and 90◦. b, The blue layer is the basement topography at 0–6km depth. c, The yellow layer marks the Earth's surface where the basement is overlain by sediments. d, Volume discretization with
640,000 finite elements using HyperMesh.
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NAF (in the range of 14−19mmyr−1 (refs 8–10)) and the
significantly higher slip rates derived from GPS
observations by means of geomechanical models (17−28 
mmyr−1; refs 2–5). Our modelled velocities and fault slip
rates (12.8−17.8 mmyr−1) agree well with the geodetic
observations and with the geological fault slip rates. Neither
temporal changes in fault slip rates nor erroneous geological
slip rates have to be evoked to explain the apparent conflict.
Both, GPS velocities and geological slip rates can be
explained by incorporating the detailed three-dimensional
fault geometry of the region into the model and by allowing
for both localized and distributed deformation.

The lower slip rate on the MMF predicted herein
suggests that the slip deficit that has accrued since the last
major earthquake is smaller than previously estimated. The
same applies to the recurrence rates of characteristic
earthquakes if these are determined by dividing typical
coseismic slip by the fault slip rate. Furthermore, the

predicted changes in right-lateral slip rate along strike of the
MMF implies that the rate of interseismic strain
accumulation is spatially variable. Thus, critical levels of
shear stress are reached at different times along the fault and
failure of the whole seismic gap at once is less likely. In
agreement with this, magnitudes of historical earthquakes in
the Sea of Marmara were estimated to be smaller compared
with where the NAF shows a simpler geometry onshore22.
However, we must clearly point out that the seismic hazard
in the Marmara Sea region is still tremendously high. The
slip deficit accrued from 1766 onward on the MMF is ∼4 m
using our slip rate of 16 mmyr−1. This is still large enough to
produce M > 7 earthquakes depending on the length of the
fault segment that will rupture, with a worst-case estimate of
M ∼ 7.6. Furthermore, dynamic stress triggering may
overcome the different levels of shear stress and prolong
rupture.

We conclude that total relative plate motion between the

Figure 3 | Velocities and fault slip rates at the surface. a, Horizontal velocities from the model (red arrows) with faults locked in the uppermost 15 km in comparison
with GPS velocities5 (blue arrows with ߪ2 uncertainty ellipses5). b, Horizontal velocities from the model with unlocked faults =ᇱߤ) 0.05) in comparison with GPS
velocities5. Modelled right-lateral MMF slip rate (coloured lines) varies between 12.8 and 17.8 mmyr−1 at the surface and is only a little greater at depth (Supplementary
Fig. S3). c, Vertical velocities from the model with unlocked faults.
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Anatolian plate and the Eurasian plate has to be
distinguished from the slip rate on the MMF. Slip
partitioning on several faults and internal deformation
contribute to relative plate motion at the expense of slip on
the MMF. Consideration of these mechanisms along with
the submarine structural complexities explains the geodetic
observations and the geologically derived fault slip rates.
The slip rate is variable along the MMF, which indicates
strain release during several earthquakes rather than the
occurrence of one large event rupturing the whole seismic
gap at once. However, the seismic threat to the city of
Istanbul being located at a distance of only ~ 20 km from
the fault is still serious.
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Figure 4 | North-south profiles of east-west velocity. North-south profiles of the
east-west component of the velocity field from the model with unlocked faults
(solid lines) reveal that slip is partitioned amongst the different branches and that
internal deformation occurs. Velocities from the locked-fault model (dashed lines)
widely agree with interseismic GPS velocities5 (circles with ࣌2 uncertainties).
Inset: Map showing the locations of profiles and GPS sites

5
used for comparison.


